A special project fund will contri-

bute on a yearly basis with more
than $ 2 m to support the local
population

The land is just leased and be-

longs to the traditional owners also once the wind farms will be

operational
Environmental and Social Impact

Assessments have been conducted.

Filling the electricity supply gap:
How NEK´s wind energy projects can avert
an electricity supply shortage in Ghana
and contribute fighting Climate Change

Irrigation systems and new far-

ming technologies to motivate
farmers to cultivate their land

Accra 50km

Lomé 60km

The project sites are located in the Greater Accra Region between Tsopoli and Ada. They are North and
South of the Accra-Aflao-Road and have a good connection to Tema harbour.

The 960 MW wind power portfolio The wind farms have the unani-

requires $ 1.2 - 1.4 bio investment, which NEK together with
third party equity providers and
lenders will provide
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mous support from the World
Bank Group, IFC, OPIC, KfW,
GIZ and other well positioned
international organisations

The projects are in line with the

policy of the ECOWAS states to
increase the percentage of renewables within the generation mix
and providing guarantees for IPP’s
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Filling the electricity supply gap

NEK Umwelttechnik AG, which was established in 1989, is a Swiss engineering company active worldwide in several application fields related to renewable energy, mainly wind park developments. With more
than 30 years of experience in the RE sector, NEK is an expert in specialized management and engineering services related to wind energy. The company is active in Ghana since 1998.

Development Phase

Development Phase

NEK (Ghana) Ltd. is one of NEK's affiliated branch offices established 2003 in Accra and works on project
developments in West Africa. NEK has comprehensive and long-year wind measuring data available on
heights of up to 200 m above ground.
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Development Phase

Ghana has good and untapped

wind resources at selected locations, forwhich NEK has contracted
the land

Power demand in Ghana and

surrounding ECOWAS states is
continuously growing

In medium- to long-term, Rene-

wable Energies will be the only
reasonable and feasible power
source also in West-Africa

Thanks to its geographic positi-

on, Ghana has the potential to
become a regional Renewable
Energy Hub and increase GDP
and employment also by means
of electricity export

Interest of foreign investors for

Renewable Energy Projects in
Ghana is huge - supposed stable
conditions and clear structures
are granted

Current challenges in the electri-

Konikablo
200 MW

city sector in Ghana (high kWh
prices, fuel supply problems, decreasing levels of Volta and Bui
Lake, over-supply due to outdated and very expensive
emergency power deals) can be
adequately addressed by quickly
and strongly increasing the Renewable Energy Penetration in
the electricity mix
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2027 - 2052

Construction

Koluedor
160 MW

2025

Amlakpo
200 MW

2026

2027

Madavunu
200 MW

2028

Operational Phase
2028 - 2053

Togbloku
200 MW

2029

2049+

Plus additional capacity to follow
from 2026 with the 200 MW Wind
Farm Madavunu and with the 200
MW Wind Farm Togbloku, leading
to an additional average production of 132 MW. Implementation
can also be earlier, if required.

Windenergy 
Wind energy prois not producing any CO2 and
duction is much cheaper than burnProjects can
therefore support the 1.5° C goals ing fossil fuels or gas
become operational 18 months
of COP26 and Glasgow
after construction start

Ghana can achieve a

Ghana has sig- leadership role in Renewables with

Ghana needs latest by 2030 ned and must fulfill the Paris Cli- the latest wind turbine technology
mate Protocoll, which only can be in West Africa
to generate at least 10% of its
achieved with Renewables
electricity by Renewables

Electricity for electrical

Ghana can
cars can only make sense if it co
Ghana becomes
less depended from expensive oil become a pioneer for the produc- mes 100% from Renewables like
tion and export of Green Hydrowind
and gas imports if implementing
gen
Renewables


* Official GRIDCo 2021 Electricity Supply Plan



